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Message from Bella 
I like to draw animals doing funny things. One of my favorite pictures 
to draw was the animal marketplace. I think it is funny to see animals 
shopping in a grocery store and how surprised Mrs. Skunk is as she 
watches Al fill his basket with potato chips. 

It’s always important to protect the environment. If we do our part to 
protect the Earth, we can make the Earth a better place. 

Author Illustrator
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Meet the stars of the story!
I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!
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manatee

red fox
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american 
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The illustrated animals in this story are based on real animals from the Florida everglades. 
Can you find all these animals inside the story?

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!

I found it!
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Read to me:

Try to read

Al likes the mud.

Al the alligator had a problem, you see. He loved putting things off, 
indefinitely.

“Right now? Right this moment? Why, that’s just too soon! I’d rather 
wallow in mud till late afternoon,” Al thought to himself.
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Al did his bit to help wildlife at large. Into others’ dwellings he 
didn’t barge. He never ate meat or his fellow critters. Al stuck to his 
vegetables—he wasn’t a quitter.

Read to me:

Al likes his home.
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Try to read
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“I’m sweet as a cookie. I only eat plants, you see. Harming the 
environment? That’s just not me!” Al said.

Although Al ate vegetables, he was still a picky young chap. He 
liked his food best in bright plastic wrap.

Read to me:

Al likes chips and soda.
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Try to read



When he ordered takeout, or bought yummy food, cleaning up 
messes was not part of his mood. 

“I’ll clean-up tomorrow… or perhaps the day after. And if I don’t, I’ll 
still live happily ever after,” Al would say. 

Read to me:

Al made a big mess.
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Try to read
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Al made a big, big mess!
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Try to read



Al dropped all his wrappers along the shore. 

“They will all wash away, of that I’m sure!”

He thought they’d just disappear on their own. But they didn’t, 
they dirtied up his lovely swamp home.

Read to me:
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Al was too lazy to use a recycle bin. When there were too 
many wrappers, he’d think, then he’d grin. He’d call Aunty 
Dragon to burn the trash away. 

Then, he’d say, “It’s burnt and it’s gone, let’s call it a day!”

Read to me:

Can Al get rid of his mess?
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Try to read
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Al’s billowing smoke could be seen from a distance. But he thought 
that the smoke wouldn’t make any difference.

“The sky is so big, the air is so clear. When the wind blows, it will all 
disappear,” he’d say.

Read to me:

No, the smoke is a mess too.
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Try to read



“I live far away from everyone else! A little black smoke? The ice 
caps won’t melt!” 

But, as Al said this, in his big swanky car, which he used even when 
he didn’t go very far, he noticed black smoke billowing out from the 
rear. But Al continued to think the air was pristine and clear. 

Read to me:

His car makes smoke, too.
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Try to read
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Daily, he brushed his 80 sharp teeth and he used one 
individually wrapped toothbrush for each. He scrubbed so hard 
that each toothbrush would snap. But no worries, he’d grab 
another from his stash!

Read to me:

No Al! That is too many!
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Try to read



One morning he awoke to loud voices outside. The swamp 
animals chanted and paraded in stride.

“Our swamp is so trashy with your great toothbrush pile! You 
must stop living your wasteful lifestyle!”

Read to me:

“Get out Al! You are bad!”
Al was sad.
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Try to read
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We do not like the mess!
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Try to read



“The water’s so murky! We choke when we breathe! Because of 
you, we have no relief!” the animals chanted.

Now, Al was sure lazy, but he wasn’t mean! Al felt horrible! 

He said, “I’ve done a bad thing!”

The animals were listening.

“I’m sorry, so sorry! I’ll recycle, I’ll clean! I’ll change my bad ways, 
and I won’t burn a thing! I’m a good fellow, and I know I’ve been 
wrong! I’ll be more respectful—I hear your sad song!” he pleaded.

Read to me:
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Al stopped buying things that were individually wrapped. He rode 
his bike more and he didn’t burn trash. He used only one toothbrush 
for all of his teeth! And became a friend to the Earth. After all, he 
was green!

Read to me:

Al is not bad. 
Al can pick up his mess.
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Try to read
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